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Abstract. Business process modeling is an important task for support-
ing business process management. One challenge of process modeling is
the diversity of expertise from novice modelers to expert designers, which
defines the need to provide different sorts of guidance during modeling.
In this paper, we discuss these expertise differences based on the cogni-
tive load theory and present an experiment that tested how people with
different levels of expertise work with different instructional material
presented as automatic feedback of a tool. Our conclusions suggest that
guidance on reworking models needs to take different levels of expertise
into account.
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1 Introduction

The quality of business process modeling is of crucial importance for business
process management. Various works discuss techniques and concepts for improv-
ing the quality of process models covering modeling guidelines [1,2], labeling
guidelines [3,4], and pitfalls of process modeling [5]. Also the importance of the
way of how a model is created, which is called the process of process model-
ing (PPM), is discussed in this context [6,7]. However, many challenges are still
open [8], a.o. to take the diverse levels of modeling expertise into account.

It is generally agreed that suitable feedback and guidance during PPM (e.g.
by means of a tool) can help to raise the quality of process models, in particu-
lar for novices. These are modelers with little experience that do not yet fully
understand how correct and meaningful models can be created. The problem in
this context is that experts will likely be annoyed by seeing basic hints, which
distract them from the actual modeling task. Indeed, it has been found in exper-
iments that what helps novices to increase performance can actually decrease
performance of experts [9].
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The objective of this paper is to investigate this trade-off in more detail.
We formulate the idea that guidance has to be adapted to the level of exper-
tise in order to be fully effective. To substantiate the benefits of such an strat-
egy, an experimental research approach is required. We describe the cognitive
foundations of such an experiment in terms of cognitive load theory [10]. We
complement our argument with initial insights from a pre-study.

Against this background, this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents
the background of effective guidance in terms of cognitive research. Section 3
describes our overall research design and the way how the experiment was con-
ducted. Section 4 presents the study results along with a discussion of the findings.
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Background

The central difference between novices and experts is that the latter will find
tasks easy that the former find difficult. Cognitive load theory [10] helps to dis-
cuss this matter in more detail by distinguishing intrinsic and extraneous cogni-
tive load. In essence, the intrinsic source of effort is related to the information
itself and the extraneous load is related to the presentation of the information.
Both can vary due to many factors: such as knowledge of the modeler, instruc-
tional procedures, or complexity of information.

Both types of cognitive load are related to differences between novices and
experts while solving problems, such as the use of means-ends analysis versus
domain-specific knowledge, respectively. Means-ends analysis, which is natural
for humans, requires considering the current state and the goal state. While
moving from the current state in the direction of the goal-state, humans verify
differences between them and try to apply problem-solving strategies to change
the state. Another difference according to cognitive load theory is that novices
need more effort, since they use thinking, different from experts, which use knowl-
edge. Instructional data may help novices. This bigger effort spent by a novice is
clarified by recent research with functional magnetic resonance imaging, which
demonstrates that the cerebral adaptation modifies the brain of an established
professional such that energy consumption is reduced [11]. Confirmatory exper-
iments have been conducted with different conceptual tasks such as translation
or interpretation [12].

These findings have implications for guidance in process modeling, specifically
the so-called worked example effect, the expertise reversal effect, or the guidance
fading effect. These effects imply that guidance for novices should present more
detailed instructional information and fill the knowledge gaps on novice’s knowl-
edge. Designers with higher level of expertise should work with problem-solving
based on prior knowledge. Thus, the instructional information should follow the
level of expertise of the designer; otherwise it may compromise the PPM.

These observations are complementary to recent research on process mod-
eling that identify user characteristics as factors of performance. Recker and
Dreiling [13] analyzed the comprehension of models and find that prior knowl-
edge of a modeling grammar and of business process management showed to
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be significant factors. Process modeling of novices is investigated in [14], sug-
gesting that a hybrid representation of text plus abstract graphical shapes lead
to better semantic quality. Theoretical arguments in this direction had been
provided before by Moody [15]. The observation that users approach a model-
ing task differently is described by Pinggera et al. [16]. The cognitive phases of
comprehension, modeling and reconciliation are identified in the record of their
modeling experiment. Similar observations are made by Soffer et al. [17].

In summary, the need for differentiating guidance for novices and experts can
be deducted from the literature. In the following, we describe a research design
to clarify the benefits of such an approach.

3 Research Design

This section presents our idea of guidance concerning different expertise levels,
our experiment and its threats to validity.

3.1 Guidance

We divide guidance in two types: (i) to help the modeler immediately during the
process modeling and (ii) after the modeling task is completed in order to enhance
learning, for instance regarding the complexity and the compliance with formal
guidelines [18] and number of errors per model. For this paper we focus on (i).

Considering a situation of immediate feedback in terms of instructional mate-
rial such as diagrams with detailed textual explanations. According to Sweller,
regarding the expertise reversal effect, [10], each of these materials would be suit-
able for novices, as they are new knowledge for them. However, the same instruc-
tion presented to experts may require additional cognitive resources to process
redundant material, compared to the same material without detailed text. An
example in the context of PPM occurs after the detection of a deadlock. If the
designer has a low expertise level, a worked example is shown, describing why the
deadlock may occur. A worked example exposes a step-by-step solution, which
provides the person with the problem-solving schemas that need to be stored in
long-term memory [10]. This may fill the gap of knowledge of the user, because
he may not know why deadlocks occur in process models. If the user has a higher
level of expertise, the elements causing the error may be marked, allowing the
designer to fix it. However, since the user knows why the deadlock happens, the
detailed explanation and even the worked example could create an extraneous
cognitive load and should not be shown.

Figure 1 presents an example for that case. A novice could be shown a red
marking in case of a deadlock. The image shows a simplified case, because the
situation where it occurred in the user’s modeling environment could be more
complicated, causing extraneous cognitive load. Besides the figure, a text explain-
ing why it occurs would be shown, such as: “The XOR Split, by its semantic,
will execute only ONE outgoing flow. The AND Join will wait for ALL incom-
ing flows before continuing the execution. Thus, the presented use will never
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Fig. 1. Worked example for a deadlock

complete, generating a deadlock”. This would help the novice designer to learn
during the modeling. If the user has a mid-low expertise level, the same image
with the short text “deadlock” could be shown. For users with a higher expertise
level the markers could be done in the current model and a short text “dead-
lock” could be shown. For experts, only the markers in the current model could
be more suitable. Empirical tests should be done in order to understand the
threshold and level of instructional material to use for each case. Besides guid-
ance during process modeling, based on data regarding modeler’s actions during
PPM, a personalized plan of study could be drawn for each modeler. Thus,
the modelers could follow the plan to learn about their mistakes outside of the
modeling activity.

In psychology the act of following common norms for a group, such as: staying
in line or stopping before a red signal is called conformity. Asch [19] and other
works present experiments that show the conformity behavior in humans and
discuss how this is important for life in society. We assume the process modeling
community to be a society. Thus, an operationalization for conformity could be
done by means of guidelines and best practices used by modelers. Data in this
context is used to measure conformity of the user within the society.

3.2 Experiment Description

In this work we tested, through an online experiment, how designers react to
some instructional material. The experiment was performed as within-subjects,
all participants received the same treatment. However, there are possible differ-
entiation amongst the participants regarding expertise level on process modeling.
The purpose of the experiment was to analyze the influence of different levels
of instructional material during the PPM. First of all, we asked the designers
to answer demographics (based on [6]), in order to try to assess their knowl-
edge on business process modeling and Business Process Modeling and Notation
(BPMN). The demographics are presented later on. Secondly, we inserted errors
intentionally in three process models - mortgage application, company resup-
plying and travel booking (based on models from an online collection1). The
designers had to describe which changes they would suggest to each model to
improve or fix them, nothing could be added to or removed from the models,
only changed. The problems applied were: for Model A, a deadlock, for Model B

1 http://bpmai.org.

http://bpmai.org
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a livelock and for Model C, verb-object style misuse. Assuming that a tool would
show instructional information about the detected problems, we organized the
same procedure. Models A and C have instructions, in two different levels. They
were presented in the following order:

1. Model A1: no instruction.
2. Model B1: no instruction.
3. Model A2: worked example (Fig. 1).
4. Model B2: no instruction.
5. Model A3: worked example plus textual description on the problem.
6. Model B3: no instruction.
7. Model C1: no instruction.
8. Model C2: red marks in the model to spot the problem, only.
9. Model C3: red marks plus examples and textual description on the problem.

Each of these steps was composed by a set of elements, some of them allowing
the participant to enter information (inputs). They are presented on Table 1.

Table 1. Elements of each step of the experiment, after demographics

Element Type Occurence Input

Model name plus description Text All No

Image of the process model BPMN model All No

Instruction level 1 Example A2 No

Instruction level 2 Example plus text A3, C3 No

Marks in the model Red marks C2, C3 No

Question for changes in the model Free text All Yes

Why the change should be made Free text All Yes

Mental effort for answering Likert 1–5 After each Yes

Confidence on the answer Likert 1–5 After each Yes

Wheter the participant knew VO Yes-No After C3 Yes

The subjective labels of the Likert scales varied from very low to very high
mental effort/confidence on checking the model quality, which were transformed
to 1 to 5, as presented on Table 1. To support this approach we consider the work
of Paas [20] that pointed out self-evaluation as valuable asset for mental effort
evaluation. The questions answered as free text require human evaluation, which
will be explained further on in this paper. Showing the same model could cause
a control problem. One could look different for the model because it is showed
repeatedly. We defined three variants (one per step) of models A and B. The
structure was kept the same, but we applied changes in domain, layout and used
synonyms where terms repeated amongst models. In this way, the models look
different but are actually the same regarding flow and mistakes presented. We
did not create variants of Model C because we spot the problem in the second
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and third times that it was shown. Model B does not have an instruction in
order to test if the instruction of Model A will help a similar problem.

In the steps where instruction was provided, the participant had to at least
open the instruction, only then the questions (the same for other steps) were
made available. Thus, he keeps the instruction open as much as was needed.
Based on answers of two questions for the same model we can infer the following
about guidance:

– Wrong and Wrong: necessary and not sufficient;
– Wrong and Correct: necessary and sufficient;
– Correct and Correct: not necessary and sufficient.

The reason why experts may find necessary to have marks showing the problems
could be explained by the Anchoring & Adjustment phenomenon [21]. Besides
the questions presented above, we also stored the overall time to perform the
experiment, time that each instruction remained open and amount of times
that each instruction was opened. We conjectured that experts will keep the
instructions open by much less time than novices.

3.3 Threats to Validity

Regarding the experiment, a possible drawback is the evaluation of experts vs.
novices. In addition, some measurements might not be possible, such as addi-
tional effort of experts caused by detailed instructional material. Our current
sample do not allow to perform statistical significance tests, a bigger and more
balanced sample is required. Lastly, the evaluation of answers is performed by
humans and thus it has to be done carefully to avoid causing bias.

4 Experiment Execution

This section presents the execution of the experiment altogether with analysis
and results.

4.1 Data Cleansing

A total of 33 persons participated of the experiment, from which 2 participants
have answered in Portuguese and were removed even before the evaluation of
answers. A translation could lead to bias and then was avoided. Another criteria
applied was to remove participants that applied less than 10 min in the exper-
iment, four participants were removed. Lastly, participants who stated having
more than 6 days of self-education or formal training were removed, as they could
have misunderstood the question, this happened to 5 participants. The question-
naire presented that one semester of classes would result in 3 days of training,
as the questions referred to self-education or training within the last 12 months,
is unlikely to have more than 6 days within 12 months. The possibility of having
two courses at the same time was not considered for our sample. Therefore, 22
participants out of 33 stand after data cleansing.
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4.2 Demographics

The participants are from academy (undergraduate, master and Ph.D. students)
and were chosen intentionally and not statistically at random. We sent invitation
for a known sample, some of them answered and some did not. In order to have
information about the participants we asked demographic questions based on
Pinggera (2012), which resulted 10 variables. They are presented, altogether
with a normalization, in Table 2:

Table 2. Descriptive for demographics variables and normalization

Variable Mean SD Scale Normalization New scale

Years of modeling 1.05 2.17 0–inf value * 2 0–inf.

Models analyzed 3.36 10.68 0–inf 0;25;50;75;100, +1 per level 0–5

Models Created 1.59 4.28 0–inf 0;25;50;75;100, +1 per level 0–5

Activities average 4.50 7.36 0–inf 0;5;10;15;20, +0.3 per level 0–1.5

Formal training 1.14 1.86 0–inf Value / 2 0–3

Self-education 0.59 0.80 0–inf Value / 2 0–3

Self-evaluation 1.86 1.39 1–7 IF (Value>2; Value-2; 0) 0–5

BPMN familiarity 1.95 1.50 1–7 IF (Value>2; Value-2; 0) 0–5

BPMN competence 1.86 1.39 1–7 IF (Value>2; Value-2; 0) 0–5

BPMN months 3.05 8.96 0-inf Value /12 * 2 0–inf.

The proper categorization of expert and novice users requires a deeper eval-
uation and we do not discuss this specific point here. In order to analyze our
data we performed a categorization based on years of modeling, transforming
the other variables to a value related to a year of modeling. For the variables
normalized by means of levels (i.e. models analyzed), for each level a certain
value was add, for example, reading 40 models gives the participant 2 points.
For variables arising from Likert scales (i.e. self-evaluation), points were given
only to participants that have value greater than 2. The first two options of the
scale were “strongly disagree” and “disagree” on questions such as “Are you
an experienced business process modeler?”. In this sense, selecting any of these
questions gives 0 points for the participant. After the normalization, we sum each
variable and participants with a score higher than 10 were considered experts,
the remainder novices. Based on that, 5 participants were selected as experts
and 17 as novices. This sample has an imbalance, which difficult the realization
of statistics and should be solved by having more participants.

To achieve 10 points the user needs at least almost one point in each variable.
It is not possible to achieve 10 points with only one variable, besides years of
modeling or BPMN months, which would give a certain degree of expertise in
case they are high. Also, it is very unlikely to have some variable and to not
have another, as some of them are connected.
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4.3 Answers Evaluation

The experiment required free text answers in some points and an evaluation of
those answers is necessary. We performed a peer review evaluation. Each reviewer
gave a score to each of the questions of all participants. The reviewer had three
options: wrong, somewhat correct and correct. After the subjective answers, they
were transformed to 0, 1 and 2, respectively. The mean was performed for the
scores and was used as score for each participants answer.

4.4 Results

The experiment allows us to compare many different aspects. First, we compared
the means of scores for each questions. A t-test would be suitable to test the
significance of the differences between the means of each group, however due
to the imbalance of our sample, novices group with 17 participants and experts
group with 5 participants, we did not perform significance tests. Table 3 show
the means for each question, comparing novices and experts.

Table 3. Means of scores based on answers evaluation (0–2)

A1 A2 A3 B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3

Novices 0.00 0.29 1.21 0.12 0.47 0.56 0.00 0.00 0.59

Experts 0.80 0.80 0.80 1.20 0.80 0.80 0.20 0.60 0.80

It is possible to see in Table 3 that only in question 3 of model A the group of
novices achieved better scores than experts. Novices having higher scores than
experts on A3 may be due to issues such as incorrect categorization of groups
(novice vs. expert), novices applying more attention and effort than experts or
that some experts did not detected the problems due to anchoring and adjust-
ment phenomena. Also, it is possible to note that aside of Models A and B for
experts, all groups increased scores, as the questionnaire evolves. In addition,
another interesting point here is that model B did not present an instruction,
it was expected that the instructions of model A, being similar, would help the
participants in questions of model B. They were showed in a paired fashion
with questions from model A, as presented on Sect. 3.2. Table 3 shows the means
increasing as instructions of model A were shown, for novices group, this may
suggest retention and transfer [22]. Table 4 show the means for model C using
as group the participants that did not know and that knew the guideline.

Table 4. Scores separated by knowledge about verb-object style (0–2)

C1 C2 C3

Did not know 0.06 0.06 0.59

Knew 0.00 0.40 0.80
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For all cases besides the first question, which did not have any help to spot
the problem, the group that knew the guideline achieved better scores. The sec-
ond question had marks in the activities containing the problematic labels, but
only the last question (instruction 3) presented knowledge about the verb-object
style. It is possible to note how complete knowledge elevates score for novices.
Suggesting that proper material is fundamental as feedback during modeling.
Besides the scores, we also analyzed time, Table 5 exposes the means of time
and count of instruction access for our experiment.

Table 5. Time and access means

Novices Experts

Total time for experiment 1343.6 977.4

Time for Instruction 1 48.7 9.4

Time for Instruction 2 70.6 43.6

Time for Instruction 3 78.1 50.6

Access count for Instruction 1 3.1 1.2

Access count for Instruction 2 2.4 1.4

Access count for Instruction 3 1.65 1.4

The novices group needed a greater amount of time to complete the whole
experiment. We used simple measurements of time, thus it is not possible to have
a great precision in this regard. Some participants did not go through all the
experiment at once. Thus, participants that used more than 50 min to perform
the experiment were set as missing values (2 participants). Also, participants
that used more than 5 min in any of the instructions were set as missing values
(1 participant). Novices had greater means for all instructions, both for time
spent and counting times opening each instruction, as conjectured.

As presented on Sect. 3.2, based on wrong and correct answers we infer
whether instructions were necessary and sufficient for participants. We performed
a percentage for each conclusion. It is important to note that we used only
full scores. For example, necessary and not sufficient (N&NS) means Q(N) and
Q(N+1) as wrong or score 0 for both. Necessary and sufficient (N&S) means
wrong (score = 0) and correct (score = 2). Finally, unnecessary and sufficient
(UN&S) means both correct (score = 2). Figure 2 shows the percentages for each
inference to all instructions, separated by novices and experts.

Figure 2 allows to verify that instructional material is necessary and should
be well studied as an improvement for process modeling tools. All instructions
on their first apparition (A1, B1 and C1) were at least 40 % necessary and not
sufficient for experts and at least 71 % necessary and not sufficient for novices.
Second apparitions had smaller percentages, thus the previous material or the
second material completeness might have helped.
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Fig. 2. Necessary and sufficient conditions

4.5 Discussion

Due the imbalance of the current sample, we are not able to perform statistical
tests regarding significance, in this sense we cannot accept or reject our hypothe-
ses. However, the results allows us to have an idea on differences between experts
and novices and their interaction with instructional material regarding process
modeling. The classification of one as expert or novice is an important point.
Referring to instructional material presented by tools, in order to improve process
modeling, the use of the term experienced instead of expert might provide a bet-
ter semantics. Which means that the person in question has a wider range of
knowledge about process modeling. Yet, to provide better instruction to the
user, it would be interesting to gather data about a variety of different aspects
concerning the process of process modeling. It is possible to see the difference
on results between questions concerning a problem occurring in process models,
such as deadlock, and a guideline, such as verb-object style. Thus conformity
should also be considered. An expert modeler might not know specific guide-
lines, what does not make of him a novice. Hence a fine-grained approach, might
be more suitable than only classifying users as experts vs. novices. Web services
could be made available to tools that are willing to present this personalization.
They would have to call the web services in modeling time, based on modelers’
actions, and send the related data. Then the web services could provide suitable
feedback accordingly. In addition, improvement plans could be generated to the
modeler, describing aspects that should be studied by each modeler.

5 Conclusions

We presented discussions about expertise and conformity level of business models
designers and reactions based on that. Complementary empirical research has to
be done in order to test which specific aspects should be considered to suggest
the expertise level of users. Also, the instructional material for different levels of
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expertise has to be calibrated. However, defending the expertise level of modelers
is a very complex task. In this sense, gathering a wide range of data in a fine-
grained fashion might be a better solution. The feedback can be focused in each
fine-grained aspect. For example, an expert modeler might not know about the
verb-object style and it does not make of him a novice.

Other experiments in many directions should be performed. Companies may
have their own guidelines and best practices, which would create a local society.
The conformity is measured based on the global society, which refers to the
process modeling community in general. Thus it is possible to match the designer
with the local and global societies. Also, the conformity of the local society
(company) can be matched against the global society (BPM community).
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